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“Character isn’t just about doing the right thing in an
ethical sense; it is about doing our best work. If that is true,
then character education isn’t about helping kids get along;
it is also about teaching them to work hard, develop their
talents, and aspire to excellence in every area of endeavor”
Lickona & Davidson 2005, p. 573
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What is Emotional Intelligence?
Emotional Intelligence (EI) is the capacity to recognise your emotions, to have
the ability to make healthy choices based on those emotions, and the resilience
or intelligence to keep growing in a positive way.
Emotional Intelligence is a key factor for a successful and happy life
Emotionally intelligent children communicate effectively with each other, giving
them an advantage in achieving their goals, and at the same time supporting the
emotional needs of others.
Emotionally intelligent children don’t depend on others to solve their problems,
and they accept personal responsibility for how they feel.
Emotional Intelligence acknowledges that all feelings are valid, even
the angry ones; it is what you choose to do with those emotions that
builds emotional intelligence.

Panda pose helps children build confidence.
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What is Yoga?
Yoga is a combination of postures and lifestyle. There are many postures
practised in yoga which support strength and flexibility, but the greatest aspect of
yoga is its ability to develop mindfulness and character.
The yoga philosophy is to love and accept yourself and others, just as you are.
Yoga encourages non- judgment, peace, mindfulness, and caring for others.
Each posture in yoga is designed to support the emotional connection to self and
others. For instance, your class may be doing yoga, and in the last few minutes
move into peaceful pose. There may be a child in your class that does not
usually experience peace, but for a few moments experiences peace. He or she
has an opportunity to ‘wire’ peace into their nervous system. Through persistent
acknowledgement each time the child demonstrates peace (if only for a moment)
the self-belief of peace grows stronger. There will come a time when this child
knows what peace is, how to get there, what it feels like, and will acquire the
ability to self-regulate to peace.
Each yoga posture has many virtues, and each virtue can be developed through
yoga. My books and articles are focused on how to practise simple and fun yoga
postures, and how to acknowledge the character benefits of each one.
Smart yoga including Brain Gym supports brain development through relaxing
the brain and opening right and left brain hemispheres.

Smart Yoga from ‘Yoga Bear Posture Cards’

www.monicabatiste.com.au
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Character development doesn’t have to be boring or serious – many postures are
noisy and fun. Lion pose for example, includes a loud roar! Children love it. On a
physical level Lion pose improves knee flexibility, but on an emotional level, Lion
pose releases the voice, and supports a timid child into speaking up.

Lion Pose from Yoga for Little Bears

I was teaching a new class and mentioned the benefits of Lion pose. Their
teacher said, ‘Well that’s amazing, because the two children who refused to do
Lion pose are my two timid children.’
Yoga offers tools to strengthen and stretch the whole body, to de-stress and
increase calm, peace and happiness. The mindfulness and self-acceptance
practised through yoga improves emotional strength, resilience and self-esteem.
Meditation raises immunity, promotes inner peace and self-love.
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Resting Butterfly helps children find trust and calm. From Yoga for Little Bears

Yoga is there for the long term – it isn’t something you do once and it’s done. It’s
something that can be practised for a handful of minutes each day to maintain a
high level of physical and emotional development, that will support you for life’s
entire journey.
The benefits derived through yoga can be drawn on every day, allowing all who
practise it to experience a more loving and joyful life.
Yoga is an extension of life’s moments. During yoga all virtues can be
acknowledged, for each posture calls a child to a virtue, and virtues grow
emotional intelligence.
Children have a natural ability to love and accept themselves, and yoga helps
bring out this natural expression

www.monicabatiste.com.au
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Every time you name a virtue, the virtue within that child grows.
You can find virtues in every posture; for instance during Meditation; Child’s pose
or Resting butterfly (even if it’s a few seconds), you can acknowledge your child
for peacefulness. During Tree pose you can acknowledge focus. During Warrior
poses you can acknowledge courage. In Cat pose, you can acknowledge
flexibility.
Acknowledgment starts right here, wherever you are, and when you
acknowledge virtues during everyday life, you see the transformation of your
child’s self esteem.
When your child makes the connection that they can self regulate their emotions
they will thrive.
As children grow self-esteem and take charge of how they feel, they will have the
resilience to make positive choices for their wellbeing.

Constellation of Stars supports children to learn co-operation, balance, focus and team spirit. It also
helps with connection to community. From Yoga for Little Bears.

Resilience is important because the higher the resilience, the easier it is for your
child to recover from setbacks.
For instance when someone fails an exam, is fired or rejected, the first response
may be disappointment, but how that person feels about themselves determines
what they do next, and how quickly they recover.
8
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An emotionally intelligent child with high self- esteem will acknowledge how they
feel, and support themselves in a healthy way. They will understand that it hurts,
know this hurt will eventually pass, not blame themselves, and as the hurt
subsides, they will resume actions to achieve their goals. They will still believe in
themselves.
The low self-esteem child feels defeated. They might see this as another piece of
evidence that they are a failure; that they cannot achieve, and this experience
might be their fault. They are likely to feel powerless and helpless, and use
negative words to describe their situation. They may not try again because,
‘What would be the point?’
Without emotional intelligence, children cannot successfully move through pain
or overcome difficulty.
Without resilience, children may turn to sulking, anger or depression. They might
permanently change the way they deal with life in order to resist the chances of
being rejected in the future.
A teenage child or adult may take abuse substances to overcome the pain of
‘failure’.

Seagull pose helps children develop balance, confidence and achievement.
from Yoga for Little Bears
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The emotionally intelligent child has skills and tools to resolve and move through
all situations, good and bad. Children learn this through the adults around them,
reflecting who they are. Role modelling positive behaviour and acknowledging
virtues is a powerful tool for healing and growth.

Victory pose from Yoga Bear posture cards

The Five Aspects of Emotional Intelligence
Self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy and social skills.

Self-Awareness
Self-awareness is the ability to recognise emotions, moods and their effect on
self and others. With self-awareness a child is more likely to self-assess
strengths and limits, and build lateral thinking, resilience, confidence and selfworth.
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Kindness eBook from Virtue and Yoga pose of the week

Yoga helps children understand how they feel through introspection during
postures. Postures reflect emotions and virtues. For example, a child that is
insecure will usually reflect this through a slumped posture. Encouraging the
upright posture of Mountain pose helps the child experience confidence. When
standing tall, strong and proud in Mountain pose, you can acknowledge
confidence, allowing the child’s confidence to grow, and this will be used later in
real-life situations. Being confident in yoga leads to confidence in life.
Virtues are named with each posture in my resources to help children identify
and develop their self- awareness.
Yoga supports self-awareness by offering the opportunity to understand and
express feelings, and the space to release when needed.

Self-Regulation
Self-regulation is the art of recognising emotions and acting on them in an
appropriate way.
By teaching children to observe and name feelings (during yoga or at any time),
children learn to recognise and address feelings. By showing children how to
release stress through yoga, they become aware of their ability to self-regulate.
When virtues are acknowledged, children discover their moral character and use
this information to regulate behaviour.
For example, when you acknowledge trust in a child, the child learns they are
www.monicabatiste.com.au
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trustworthy, and internalise this by trusting themselves to achieve their goals.
When a child is acknowledged for assertiveness or resilience, they are more
likely to initiate activities (assertiveness) and bounce back from setbacks
(resilience).
During yoga, remind children that each posture is an opportunity to accept
themselves ‘just as they are’. Teaching self-acceptance (through words and rolemodelling) gives children permission to be themselves, which builds the
confidence to try new things. When people are encouraged to love and accept
themselves just as they are, they flourish in a positive and productive way.
Self-regulation for the emotionally intelligent child means knowing how they feel
and using these feelings to guide their behaviour for positive and healthy
outcomes.

Meditation fromYoga for Little Bears

Meditation grows introspection, and offers a tool to find peace, no matter what, or
where you are.
Meditation supports brain development by switching off stress, and increasing
calm, peace, endorphins, and immunity.
Self-reflection supports self-regulation
Self-reflection grows when feelings are recognised. Support this by naming
feelings: ‘I can see you are angry/sad/frustrated/afraid (Name) and that is okay.
12
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How can we release this feeling so that you feel better?’
‘I can see your happiness/joy/ peacefulness/confidence (Name).’
All feelings are okay; it’s what you do with them that matters.
Every time you name a feeling for a child, you help them build their reservoir of
emotional intelligence and their ability to relate, empathise, and grow.

Motivation
High emotional intelligence means knowing how you feel and choosing behaviour
for a positive outcome
Motivation is the ability to use emotions to guide or facilitate the achievement of
goals.
Motivated children have the desire to improve and do their best without the fear
of making a mistake. Motivated children feel confident to align their goals with
other people and have the ability to work well in a team. Motivation inspires
optimism that ‘all will be well’. If an emotionally intelligent child fails to achieve a
goal, rather than feeling hopeless the child acknowledges their disappointment,
but continues to set goals because they believe in themselves.
When motivation is high, children believe they can achieve their goals. When
motivation is low, children don’t believe they can achieve their goals and are
reluctant to try (because failure is painful). The best remedy for low motivation is
to build confidence and trust in the ability to achieve. This is built through many
observations of positive acknowledgment.
When a child has self-belief, they retain selfrespect and self-love even during setbacks.

Super Hero Bear helps children grow confidence, courage
and positive expectations.

Resilience is the gold medal for motivation
When Thomas Edison was inventing the light
bulb, it took many experiments before he
www.monicabatiste.com.au
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achieved his goal. He said, ‘I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that
won’t work.’ When Olympic medallists go to the games, their goal is to do their
personal best, so even if they don’t achieve their ultimate goal of a gold medal,
they have still won. This is an empowering attitude.
Yoga encourages motivation, as children will always achieve a yoga posture.
There is no right or wrong in yoga as all postures can be modified to suit the
individual. Yoga can be practised in a wheelchair, standing or sitting; postures
can work around injuries or disabilities. If a child is unable to do any of the
postures, invite them to sit with the class in mindful observation, and take deep
breaths. Mindful observation in yoga is a joyful way to teach ‘being present’,
which calms and relaxes the brain.
Daily success in yoga leads to the confidence to try new things and a positive
attitude for life.
The benefits of yoga are transferable. For example, when I went scuba diving for
the first time, I knew I could pull myself into a boat because I was strong from
yoga. I knew I could regulate my breathing through my experience with
meditation. I knew I could calm myself when fear was knocking, because I had
learned calming techniques through yoga.
Motivation is fuel for great achievement
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Empathy
Empathy is the ability to be aware of and take appropriate action regarding other
people’s feelings, needs and concerns.
Empathy is an important skill as it prevents teasing, promotes understanding,
and creates unity amongst all.
When children realise that other people feel the same emotions as themselves,
they develop compassion.
Yoga encourages observation of self during postures. Ask questions like ‘How
does this posture make you feel?’ and ‘How does this posture change your
feelings from anger/ frustration/boredom to a better feeling?’
Using self-observation in yoga develops observation of others. The empathetic
child is aware of how others are feeling and feels motivated to address it. ‘Are
you crying?’ they might ask. ‘Can I get you a tissue? A hug?’
Paired yoga supports empathy because observation of others is necessary for
collaboration. Constellation of Stars pose will provide this opportunity, and the
laughter that usually follows helps consolidate the good feeling of supporting
others.
Other poses that lend themselves to pairs are Dancer’s pose (holding hands),
Gum-Tree pose (side by side, inner arms around each other and outer hands
reaching over head like a tree branch), and Tail-balancing pose (feet touch).
Have fun, invent ways to pair and support each other during yoga.
As children learn to support one another, empathy develops.

www.monicabatiste.com.au
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Gum Tree pose
Growing kindness for the environment by creating empathy - Gum Tree pose
supports a child’s ability to empathise, strengthen, balance, and focus. By
encouraging children to imagine they are a tree; children learn to tune into
others. When a child ‘becomes’ the tree, they grow empathy and caring for
something outside themselves. Once a child has an emotional connection, they
will naturally extend kindness and protection.

Mountain Pose

16
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How to do Gum Tree pose
Start in Mountain Pose. Lengthen spine, tuck in tailbone, and relax shoulders.
Keep core strong and stay focused on one spot to help with balance. Breathe
deeply. Stand on one leg and rest the other foot in front (option 1), or (option 2),
take the foot onto the inside of the leg like a stork (above or below the knee).
Breathe in and open arms to make a circle, and bring hands together in prayer
position in front of the heart.
Take another deep breath and raise hands up to the sky you can say;
‘Imagine you are a beautiful tree, grounded to the earth and as high as the sky’
place your hands to the heart and take another breath. ‘Grow into a beautiful
tree’ as you grow up to the sky. ‘Open your arms and pretend they are branches.
Sway in the wind… side to side… around your trunk… I see your flexibility, and
strength. What kind of tree are you? Can you visualize green leaves and strong
branches? Are there any animals living in your tree? Can you see any birds? Or
children?’
Acknowledge children for the virtues you saw and how you saw them. For
example;
‘Christopher I saw how gentle you were with the parrot that landed on your
branch.’ ‘Amy I saw your imagination when you touched the clouds.’
‘Paulus I saw your creativity when you decided to extend your branches.’
After a minute or so, changes sides and be a Gum tree on the other leg.

Benefits of Gum Tree pose
Gum Tree pose helps children stay focused and calm. It improves co-ordination,
core strength and balance. Practise Gum Tree pose when children are scattered
and need to re-focus. This is a challenging but fun exercise, that will boost selfesteem.
Gum Tree pose promotes imagination, body awareness, kinesthetic intelligence,
naturalistic intelligence, and spatial awareness.

Virtues Developed
Focus, clarity, mindfulness, imagination, groundedness.

www.monicabatiste.com.au
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Social Skills
When you have strong social skills, you are adept at communicating your needs,
and adept at eliciting desired responses from others.
The social networker can influence others towards a common goal. A strong
leader has strong social skills; they know how to influence, motivate and
encourage others, and have the skills to negotiate and resolve conflict.
Social skills build bonds with friends and colleagues. The social networker has
empathy to offer support, guidance or correction when needed, and the
intelligence to recognise the emotional or sensory language of others in order to
communicate in the method that is suitable.
Yoga improves social skills as it builds the child’s ability to communicate, assert
their needs, and feel confident within themselves. This encourages children to
take risks and form bonds with others for mutual outcomes. Partner work helps
children experience support from another.

Dancer’s pose with a friend
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Self-Esteem
Self-esteem is how you feel about yourself.
High self-esteem means having positive beliefs and expectations about self. Low
self-esteem means having negative and low expectations about self. Self-esteem
can be improved through positive acknowledgment and support of students’
attributes.
Friendship pose creates unity

Friendship Pose from Yoga Bear posture cards

Yoga improves Emotional Intelligence by offering a space where body language
reflects emotional language and by improving the body, the mind follows.
Using yoga as the tool for personal transformation is a loving, healthy, peaceful
and honourable way to improve self-esteem in yourself, your family, your
community and the world.

www.monicabatiste.com.au
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Loving the self leads to loving others
If you are looking after you, your child will copy that. If you are loving yourself,
your child will love themselves. If you are demonstrating kindness and caring
towards yourself, then so will your child.
It’s all about you. Love, honour and accept yourself right now, and move forward
with gentleness and kindness to demonstrate emotional intelligence to your child.
Acknowledge your own successes and achievements, no matter how small, and
you will automatically do this with your child, and he or she will automatically do it
for themselves and others.
Yoga is an opportunity to practise virtues, acknowledgment and acceptance,
because yoga postures exemplify emotions and virtues.
A student’s self-talk is a strong indicator of self- esteem. For instance, ‘I can’t do
this posture’ usually means ‘I don’t have faith in myself ’, and ‘This is too hard’
usually means ‘Life is hard and I am afraid to try’.
Other indicators of self-esteem during yoga are pushing into postures because
‘they must achieve’. This means, ‘I will push myself into doing things I don’t want
to do even if it hurts me’.
As you notice the struggle, use this as your guide for improvement. Say things
like ‘There is no right or wrong; there is no need to push; just relax and allow the
posture (and life) to come to you. Let go and trust that you (and the world) will
support you’.
Acknowledge peaceful and self-accepting moments to show your students that
life is easier if you can accept where you are in this moment.
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By improving self-talk, self-esteem and communication improve
Yoga improves self-esteem by mirroring desired virtues. Warrior poses reflect
assertiveness. Child’s Pose reflects acceptance and humility (being humble).
Lion Pose, Noisy Gorilla and Woodchopper improve the ability to ‘speak up’.
Dancer’s Pose improves grace and confidence. Virtues developed through the
physical body become a part of the emotional body. All emotional experiences
become part of the physical body and its shape and posture. It is all
interconnected.
When you are true of purpose, in mind, body and spirit, you move with
confidence and joy. When you open your heart to love, you experience freedom
and spontaneity.
Balance your yoga practice with heart opening, nurturing, assertive and passive
postures to help children have the healthy experience of all emotions.
All emotions are okay – because they help us see who and where we are.
You start on the mat because it’s easier there; it’s more obvious there. Then you
move it into your life.
During postures and during the day, acknowledge virtues and allow your child to
develop into the fullness of who they truly are.
Thank you for reviewing my free resource. Please follow me to see more of my
updates on character development through yoga, art, and mindfulness. If you
could take the time to review my work, I’d appreciate it. If you have suggestions
on how I can improve, I would appreciate that too. Thank you for your time.

www.monicabatiste.com.au
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About Monica Batiste
Author, artist and yoga teacher. Monica has worked in the health and fitness
industry for over 30 years. For the past 10 years her focus has been on
developing emotional intelligence through yoga.
Monica teaches classes at Suttons beach in Redcliffe. She offers professional
development for teachers to bring yoga into their classroom, and has published
several books on yoga and emotional intelligence including strategies for antibullying.
As a trained artist Monica brings unique illustrations to her work that demonstrate
her love of children and personal development. Her mission is to bring positive
change and hope. Monica lives north of Brisbane with her husband Andreas.
Between them they have four beautiful daughters and seven awesome
grandchildren.
For Monica’s CV and to view more of her work, please visit
www.monicabatiste.com.au
Thank you for being you.
I wish you love and peace on your journey.
Monica Batiste
www.monicabatiste.com.au
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More work by Monica
Yoga for Little Bears

Yoga for little Bears helps children grow emotional intelligence by helping them link movement
with emotions. Simple postures such as Mountain pose can help a child build the confidence to
take a positive stand. Warrior poses support a child's courage, and softer postures such as
Resting Butterfly and Child’s pose help a child build trust and self-care.
Sometimes children need support in recognizing who they are, and how they feel, in order to
socialize more effectively, and to speak up for themselves.
Yoga Bear posture cards (2018)

Yoga Bear posture cards are individual cards with yoga poses for children to play with and
enjoy. Cards can be selected at random and then performed together in a group, or children
can select several cards and create their own practice. There are two sets to choose from; The
Pre Kindy set is for children who are not yet reading and include the picture plus the poem.
This set includes a booklet for adults or older children to read. The Kids Set includes a picture
of the yoga pose on one side, and text with visual text on the other side for early readers and
readers. Both sets are awesome, and will offer support for all ages and abilities.
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Simply Yoga (2011)

Simply Yoga is a compilation of Monica’s beginner yoga class. With 61 illustrations, you will be
guided through simple postures and breathing to help you improve in health and relaxation. It
begins with easy postures, moves onto stronger options, and finishes with a relaxation.
Suitable for the beginner – intermediate.
Simply Yoga is a perfect companion for 'Your Perfect Body’ meditation CD
Your Perfect Body (2011)

Your Perfect Body Your Perfect Weight is a 25-minute meditation to train your conscious and
subconscious mind to love eating healthy food (whatever that means for you) and to enjoy
exercise (which is unique to you). You will relax deeply during this meditation, learn to
appreciate your beautiful body, and allow you to find your perfect health, shape, and
freedom. This CD includes two bonus meditations Heal Your Body colour meditation, a 20
minute meditation on healing and harmonizing your chakras and setting purposeful goals.
Plus Inner Peace a 10-minute meditation for your quick power naps.

www.monicabatiste.com.au
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Emotional Freedom Technique; Tap along with Moustache Bear (2015, 2018)
EFT is a simple technique to clear stress from the brain
and body. Based on acupressure points, the user ‘taps’
on points along the face and body whilst ‘talking about
the problem.’ The tapping discharges the negative
emotion around the problem and relaxes the brain. This
allows the brain to open and allow solutions, as stress
shuts the brains ability for problem solving.

Yoga and Virtue pose of the week, Combining Emotional Intelligence with Yoga (2015 – 2018)

Our innovative program takes the virtues from Emotional Intelligence and combines them with
Yoga to build character, strong bodies, and healthy minds.
This is an emotional intelligence program that will boost your child’s performance to higher
standards, and expand your child’s ability to learn.
Combining the science of neuroplasticity on how the brain changes according to thoughts,
movement and activities, with the ancient practice of yoga, including mindfulness, deep
breathing, focus, strength, and flexibility.
This program has been blended with fun activities, wrapped around the beautiful art of
Australian artist and author Monica Batiste.
Each program can be used as a theme for the week, or around topical events.
It is a fun and exciting way of helping children understand their character and virtues.
Each week, a new pose and virtue can be selected, which means, by the end of the school
year up to 48 virtues have been grown in children, with a deeper understanding of their mindbody (self-awareness), resilience, confidence, self-regulation and self-esteem.
Benefits for Children
• Overcome the learning difficulties that relate to stress or self-esteem
• Confidence
• Connection to self and others
• Bullies will build empathy
• Timid children will stand up for themselves
• Strength and flexibility
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Emotional Intelligence was first recognized by Daniel Goleman, and is considered the most
important aspect of development for children to realize their full potential.
The five aspects of Emotional Intelligence are
• Motivation
• Self-esteem
• Social skills
• Self-awareness
• Self-regulation
• Empathy
Features may include
• A Virtue of the week including cards and printables
• Yoga postures including visual text and printables
• Fun Activities
• Posters and/or colouring in pages for your home or classroom
• Awards or crafty ideas for your children
Virtue and Yoga posture of the week is fun, meaningful and will help your children build a
reservoir of emotional intelligence that will benefit the child for his or her entire life.
New programs offered each month
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